MODULE 5 – WHERE DO WE WANT TO GO
LECTURE 6 – QUIZ
Please respond to the following three questions:
1. How did 9/11 impact COMMUNITY POLICING?
2. What three assets does COMMUNITY POLICING bring to the ground game?
3. Choose one of the following re: the 2013 Boston Marathon bombing incident:
a. Should the FBI have spied on the perps even more than they did, to prevent and catch them? But
we don’t like that, do we?
b. Do we think the cops (or COMMUNITY POLICING Officers?) in the perps’ neighborhood areas during
the PLAN phase of their crime should have “paid more attention to them (spied on them, maybe with drones
or bugs, or in mosques)? Like the Secretive Rogues and Inquisitor Detectives did, by using stool pigeons and
snitches, and interrogating them? But we didn’t like that kind of “waterboarding,” did we? Or should we just
continue to rely on detectives to push the speed limits a little harder, and close our eyes to the things they do
until somebody complains too much, and then act outraged and further constrain them? Yeah, stop them
from doing what we want them to do, but only when we hear about it. Would that work?
c. Do we think informed and alert neighbors and friends should have been on the lookout for their
nefarious preparation activities? But who was supposed to inform and alert them – the “Inform-and-Alert
Bunny?”
d. Or do we say “never mind,” again, “macht’s nichts,” again, “fuggedaboudit,” again, and just let
them go blow up people? It probably won’t be you or me next time. Will it? Nah, what are the chances? It’ll
probably be somebody else we don’t even know. Oh, so that’s OK?
BUT WHAT DO YOU CHOOSE?
See - if you don’t choose Options a, b, or c, then will you not have automatically chosen Option d - BY
DEFAULT? And isn’t that what we’re doing now? Does the term “déjà vu” ring a bell here? Ding, ding, ding.

